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Portable PlainEdit Crack Free

As the name suggests, the app doesn't require any prior setup in order to run, can be carried on a thumb drive and started on any computer. Right from the start, the tool asks if you want the portable version or create a temporary folder to a location on the PC. View and modify HTML, CSS or JavaScript code
The interface is clean and well-organized, with the most useful functions in a simple toolbar. Portable PlainEdit can handle more than one opened files making it easier to view multiple documents at the same and import content from one to another. Rich web file support The app supports almost all web file
formats, such as HTML, PHP, CSS, JS, BAT, CPP, CS, DFM, INI, PL, SQL and XML. The syntax highlighter helps you view the important tags or strings and you can select the proper programming language ( e.g. XML, SQL, Perl, INI, C++, HTML) from the menu. Pick the correct line format and type Plus, you can
choose the line format between UTF-8 and ANSI, as well as the line break type from Unix, Windows or MacIntosh. Portable PlainEdit lets you search and replace words and lines with others, bookmark important code sections, and go to a specific line in the code. Choose the desired text conversion In addition,
you have the option to insert the date/time, matching brackets, file path, console input and special characters. From the "Format" menu, it's possible to convert the text between ANSI and ASCII, to uppercase or lowercase, to ROT-13, and between Base64 and text. Export the file as HTML or RTF formats
What's more, from the same menu, you can remove HTML tags and trailing spaces, as well as encode and decode HTML characters and whitespaces. You also have the choice to sort the lines ascending or descending and wrap the code to the window. The files can be exported to HTML and RTF file formats.
Comprehensive code editor The bottom line is that Portable PlainEdit is a feature-rich application designed to help you view and edit your HTML, JavaScript, C++ or CSS web files. It comes with a syntax highlighter, character map and text conversions. Plus, it's portable so that it can be run from any computer.
Portable PlainEdit FAQ: Requirements: Mobile phone browser

Portable PlainEdit For Windows

Format: PE Desktop Installer (100% portable) OS: View and modify HTML, CSS or JavaScript code Rich web file support Pick the desired text conversion Export the file as HTML or RTF formats Comprehensive code editor Like it It's also quite easy to format typed code with tabs and line breaks. Nice to have It'd
be nice if you could highlight a line or block of text on one of the "View" menus. My needs for this app Once again, it's quite easy to format typed code with tabs and line breaks. Like it It's also quite easy to format typed code with tabs and line breaks. Nice to have It'd be nice if you could highlight a line or
block of text on one of the "View" menus. Criticisms Once again, it's quite easy to format typed code with tabs and line breaks. Like it It's also quite easy to format typed code with tabs and line breaks. Nice to have It'd be nice if you could highlight a line or block of text on one of the "View" menus. Customer
reviews great app 15 January 2013 I needed a simple text editor to do some simple text manipulation. I loved the last one I tried (PerlPad) and had hoped this one would work. I used it for a little while but found it didn't have all the features I wanted, plus it took up a fair amount of space on my drive,
something I could not tolerate in the long run. A: Can any one easily lose you're data in a text file? B: Very, very easily. C: I agree. My suggestion: A text file editor that you can type into that won't overwrite your data easily. And one that is light on memory. And that you can fold line. And all the features of
PerlPad with some. Like it I love this app. I wish it were free. It doesn't do anything fancy, but it does what I need. No fancy UIs. Just plain simple text editing. See other customer reviews for the same product Customer reviews A: Can any one easily lose you're data in a text file? B: Very, very easily. C: I agree.
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Portable PlainEdit

Create and manage your HTML, CSS and JavaScript codes in a convenient portable text editor. View and modify HTML, CSS, JavaScript and other types of files. Read and sort your codes with syntax highlighting. Search for and replace words. Insert and display the date/time. Insert matching brackets. Display
the window size. Replace HTML characters and whitespaces. Encode and decode HTML characters and whitespaces. View file in UTF-8 and ANSI formats. Encode and decode HTML characters and whitespaces. Export text to HTML, RTF and ANSI formats. Delete the white spaces and HTML tags. Highlight
different types of parts of the code. Indent the code. Sorting in ascending or descending. Inclusive or exclusive searching. View the special characters and their HTML character code. Transparent toolbars and customizable. Highlights the current line. Wrap lines to the window. Filter by code languages. Remove
unwanted spaces. Display the line position. Highlight the current character. Highlight the current word. Create and save bookmarks. Shortcuts to frequently used functions. Flip and collapse the window. Hide and display the toolbars. Display the line information. Display the line count. Select the line format.
Pick the desired text conversion. Stop highlighting the current word. Sort the lines in ascending or descending. Rename lines. Insert date and time. Insert file path. Sort the lines in ascending or descending. Sort the files in ascending or descending. Add a shortcut to the current file. Hide/Display the toolbar.
Show search tool. Toggle the navigation buttons. Text conversion: UTF-8 – UTF-16 ANSI – UTF-16 HTML – UTF-8 C++ – UTF-8 C# – UTF-8 CSS – UTF-8 JS – UTF-8 JavaScript – UTF-8 PHP – UTF-8 SQL – UTF-8 BAT – UTF-8 INI – UTF-8 PL – UTF-8 Save your customized text conversion settings. Syntax highlighting:
JavaScript – HTML HTML – JavaScript CSS – HTML PHP – HTML SQL – SQL C++ – C++ INI – INI BAT – BAT C# – C#

What's New In Portable PlainEdit?

Save and edit web files View and edit HTML, CSS and JavaScript View, select, copy, modify and insert any text in a web page Transform text between ANSI and UTF-8, Base64 and BINARY, to ROT-13 or to uppercase Convert text between ANSI, UTF-8, UTF-16, UTF-32, ROT-13 and uppercase Convert text
between UTF-8 and ANSI Remove HTML tags and trailing spaces Format text to uppercase or lowercase Insert the date/time, match brackets, file path, console input and special characters Encoding/decoding the HTML characters Sorting the lines and wrap the text Choose the line format (ANSI, UTF-8 or
UTF-16) Export the file to HTML or RTF formats Change the line break type between Unix, Windows or MacIntosh View images in the web page Changelog : Version 2.0.0.0 Import and export images in web pages Transform the text in web page Insert the date/time, match brackets, file path, console input and
special characters Add images support from the image path and C:\users\%userprofile%\Pictures\ folder Compatible with Windows: Windows 7/8/10 Portable PlainEdit is an intuitive ASCII and ANSI text editor that comes in handy to those who want to view and apply further modifications to HTML, CSS or
JavaScript documents. It features a rich selection of text conversions, syntax highlighting (JavaScript, CSS, HTML, C++) and a special character map. The perks of being portable As the name suggests, the app doesn't require any prior setup in order to run, can be carried on a thumb drive and started on any
computer. Right from the start, the tool asks if you want the portable version or create a temporary folder to a location on the PC. View and modify HTML, CSS or JavaScript code The interface is clean and well-organized, with the most useful functions in a simple toolbar. Portable PlainEdit can handle more
than one opened files making it easier to view multiple documents at the same and import content from one to another. Rich web file support The app supports almost all web file formats, such as HTML, PHP, CSS, JS,
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP SP3 (32-bit) or Windows Vista SP2 (32-bit) or Windows 7 (32-bit) Processor: Intel Pentium IV 1.7 GHz or AMD Athlon 64 X2 2.8 GHz Memory: 512 MB RAM Graphics: DirectX9-compatible video card (256 MB RAM) DirectX: Version 9.0c Hard Drive: ~2.5 GB available space Additional
Notes: If the installer prompts you to download any files, please read
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